1997 chevy k1500 transmission

Click to see full answer Also know, what transmission is in a Chevy Silverado? Beside above,
what transmission is in a Chevy k? GM 4LE transmission 1 2 R 3. Some of the most popular car
applications were the Chevrolet Corvette, Camaro, Caprice, and Impala, just to name a few.
Premium Member. The 4L60E will bolt straight up to your The OD is electronically controlled,
hence the "E" at the end of the 4L The transmission has a square oil pan. On the other hand, a
4L60 would need a custom bracket to hook into the TV cable properly. See, that's all it takes to
build a 4L60E trans that's rated to handle over 1, horsepower. Externally, all it needs is a volt
source and an engine-vacuum reference. However, if your trans is, in fact, a 4L60E , running it
off a computer is mandatory. On "E" transmissions, the computer controls everything: TCC
lockup, gear changes, shift quality and firmness, and line pressure. Swapping from the 4L60E to
the 4L80E is not difficult to do in vehicles that were equipped with both transmissions. It's not
the easiest swap to do , and a 4L60E can handle a lot of power on its own. The 4L80e is much
larger and heavier than the 4L60E. The 4L60E has a weight of lbs without fluid and the length of
The VIN can be found at on the door tag on the driver's door, or on a metal dash plaque found
on the dashboard. The optional automatic for the 4. The 4L80E was the automatic used on the
diesel engines and it was optional on the and 6. Open the driver's side door and find the white
card on the side of the door that is filled with small black lettering. This card contains specific
details about the year the car was made, its transmission , engine specifications and other
details. GM 4L60E Transmissions Are Some of the Best on the Market The 4L60E is an
automatic shift, four-speed overdrive transmission that has the reputation of being one of the
best automatic transmissions ever made. Before the 4L60E was produced, there was another
trans called the Turbo R4. The 4L80E transmission is the advanced progeny of the legendary
TurboHydramatic TH automatic transmission, and is based heavily on the in both parts and
strength, yet featuring an added overdrive gear, a lock-up torque converter and advanced
electronic controls. Also sporting a different torque controller, the 4L65E comes with a
hardened sun shell and has an overall better potential as a big block performance transmission
due to its planetary carrier. What transmission is in a Chevy k? Category: automotive pickup
trucks. Will a 4l60e bolt up to a ? What years will a 4l60e transmission fit? What is the difference
between a 4l60 and a 4l60e transmission? How much HP can a 4l60e handle? Why is the 4l60e a
bad transmission? What does a 4l60e need to work? Can I put a 4l80e in place of a 4l60e? Do I
have a 4l60e or 4l80e? Does VIN number tell your transmission? What transmission is in a
Chevy 2wd? What transmission is in a 89 Chevy truck? How do I know what transmission I
have? What transmission is in a 93 Chevy truck? Compare with similar items. Is a 4l60e a good
transmission? What does 4l80e mean? Is the 4l65e a good transmission? Similar Asks. Popular
Asks. Five problems related to transmission failure have been reported for the Chevrolet K The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Automatic transmission failed on my chevy K
pickup. Planetary sungear carrier broke. This is a common failure for this model and design of
transmission. Vehicle never been in a crash, never pulled a load, no tow hith on it, was driving
down the highway, heard a weird vibration sound when it happenned, there are other reports of
this year transmission failing around 50, miles. There is no reason that a transmission should
fail on a truck that is not used for heavy use and when chevy says they are built like a rock, as
long as you keep it for 36, miles when the factory warranty is up? I have the old part, I
purchased th vehicle at 41, miles, low milleage as far as I am concerned, the gear sheared off ,
under normal driving conditions and I think it is a faulty part that the manufacturer is making
and when replacing it with the same part it is just going to happen again. Totally senseless! I
have never had a problem with a transmission before and they should certainly last longer than
50, miles and g. Chevrolet should do something to resolve the problem and stand behind their
advertising!!!. I have had numerous problems with my Chevrolet truck. At 31,, miles the rear leaf
springs went bad. At 41, miles the brake master cylender and pittman arm and idler arm
assemblies needed to be replaced. Being that it was over the warranty period, I did not take it to
a cheverolet dealer incurring the cost myself. At 49, miles the rear u joint needed repair. At this
point, I started to believe that there was more to this problem with the truck as these parts do
not usually need repair at such low milage. To top it off, at 51, the transmission has failed. Car
Problems. Transmission Failure problem 1. Transmission Failure problem 2. Transmission
Failure problem 3. Transmission Failure problem 4. Transmission Failure problem 5. Other
Power Train related problems of the Chevrolet K Transmission Failure problems 5. Automatic
Transmission problems. Driveshaft problems. Axle Shaft Seal problems. Power Train problems.
Transmission Noise problems. Automatic Transmission Column Shift problems. Differential Unit
problems. Automatic Transmission Floor Shift problems. Transfer Case problems. Chevrolet
began selling trucks in , the same year that the maker became a part of General Motors, GM. The
C-series were the two-wheel-drive versions, while the K-series trucks were the four-wheel drive
versions. The K had many body and engine options available, so it was able to be built to suite

different needs. The K had four engine options available. The standard engine had a 4. The
smallest of the gasoline V-8 engines, the 5. The largest gasoline engine, the 5. The only diesel
engine offered was the 6. This K had two transmission options available: a four-speed
automatic and a five-speed manual. The 5. When fitted with the 5. The 6. When equipped with
the standard 4. The K had two fuel tank sizes; it had a gallon tank when it had an eight-foot bed
and a gallon fuel tank when a short-bed was used. The exterior dimensions of the K varied,
depending on body selections. It was The curb weight raged from 4, lbs. The K had seating for
up to three people with a regular cab and up to six people with the extended cab. It had Being a
truck, both maximum towing and payload capacities are important. The highest towing capacity
was provided by the extended cab models, they could tow up to 7, lbs. The maximum payload
capacity -- the maximum amount of weight the chassis can bear -- varied greatly depending on
options ranging from 1, lbs. Justin Cupler is a professional writer who has been published on
several websites including CarsDirect and Autos. Cupler has worked in the professional
automotive repair field as a technician and a manager since He has a certificate in broadcast
journalism from the Connecticut School of Broadcasting. Cupler is currently studying
mechanical engineering at Saint Petersburg College. Exterior The exterior dimensions of the K
varied, depending on body selections. Interior The K had seating for up to three people with a
regular cab and up to six people with the extended cab. Hauling Being a truck, both maximum
towing and payload capacities are important. References MSN. Hi guys i have a Chevy k and
transmission shifts fine untill i use 4x4 then it will not shift properly, put it back in 2wd shifts
fine. So my truck is doing this thing where at idle revs no problems, when driveing once
accelerating it basically falls flat on its face, starts stuttering bogging down has no power
seems like its runnin Put more fluid in it and moves foward and reverse for a sec then stops
moving just put transmission in. Needing a complete wiring harness for my 97 Chevy K series
with 4wd and extended cab 2 door. My 97 Chevy k 5. There is fuel getting to it and there is spark
at I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. This is exactly what my truck is doing 96 k have rebuilt
transmission and still have the same problem. Did you find out what it was? I dont know what to
do anymore. GuruNVM2G answered about a year ago. Guru6FH79 answered 10 months ago.
Thanks for the info I'm definitely going to try this and I will get back to you guys. I replaced the
vss. Replaced the shift solenoids. Changed filter and fluid and truck still will not shift from 1st
to 2nd until I let go of the gas. Smh guess next step is just taking it to a transmission guy.
Theblacksheep answered 6 months ago. My truck is having the same exact problem. GuruB
answered 6 months ago. Adam answered 6 months ago. Roger answered 5 months ago. My
Savana will not shift out of first unless I use the manual but as soon as it does I can put it in
drive and everything's fine what do you think it needs. Guru9DLW58 answered 3 months ago. I
have a 97 z71 Silverado 1st and 2md gear shift fine but when i put it in 3rd and overdrive it will
work for a min then it don't wanna go into gear i hit the gas n then it will go into gear. Can
anyone tell me what could cause this? Ed answered 3 months ago. When an automatic
transmission will shift up to second, but won't work beyond that, it might caused by a low fluid
level. This can cause many shift problems and should be the first thing you check. If fluid is at
the proper level and clean, check linkage, especially if the vehicle is older or high on miles.
Linkage can wear out and cables can stretch. Next, the problem could be electrical. Might be as
simple as a bad speed sensor or a PCM problem. Next, and this might seem somewhat remote,
but if you lose a catalytic converter heat shield, that could cause overheating and transmission
internal wear. If the transmission has problems shifting to second and higher gears, it's likely a
shift solenoid problem that was caused by lack of servicing the transmission. You'll probably
find fluid that's low, dirty, or even burned, and if you have a filter, it's clogged. This can cause a
transmission with even new shift solenoids to malfunction. Replace the fluid and if necessary,
flush the transmission. Shawn answered 2 months ago. My 97 Tahoe shifts 1st and second just
fine. From second it either goes to nothing and rpms go up or it just stays in 2nd. Replaced
trans with a new one and still have the same problem. Anyone have any ideas. Guru9Z15QY
answered 2 months ago. Jordan answered 2 months ago. Ed answered about a month ago. My
previous post still applies. Have a transmission shop diagnose the problem; it doesn't sound
like you can. GuruWC9 answered about a month ago. Seriously, read my earlier post If a
transmission has problems shifting to second, it's likely a shift solenoid problem that was
caused by lack of servicing the transmission. You'll probably find fluid that's low, dirty, or even

burned, and if you have a filter, it might be clogged. This isn't something a novice can easily do.
Have a transmission shop diagnose the shift problem. It is a PCM problem disconnect the
negative battery cable wait 30 seconds it will probably come out of limp mode. Ed answered 2
days ago. It's far more likely that it's a faulty shift solenoid, a wiring defect, or an internal
problem; especially as the transmission is that old 24 years. Additionally, when you disconnect
the battery, you're just resetting the computer, and that will cause the computer to lose all your
personal settings, as well as all the operational settings that it took the computer to learn while
you drove the vehicle. It will then take time for the computer to relearn those settings and to
comply with your driving habits. And if you have to pass a smog check soon, you might fail that
too. Hey guys so I have a 94 Chevy and am having transmission issues. The I bought the truck it
had the r4 in it which it was supposed to have the 4l The transmission was shifting a little So I
have a k The transmission doesn't shift down to first gear when you try it manually. It will shift
from 2nd to od. Also when driving it feels like it shifts a couple times first seco I was
04 325ci
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driving my Chevy then all of a sudden I seen the speedometer dropped to zero and at that point
my truck automatically went back in the first year and they stayed stuck in first gear and I have
replaced the ECM and speed sensor on tail of transmission and brake light switch. When the
brake light is on the truck has no speedometer and wont shift out of first gear. When the light is
I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Transmission not shifting out of first
gear. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale.

